HBCU-Excellence in Research
(EiR)
Supporting STEM projects at HBCUs that are research focused
Please remain muted during the presentation.
During the presentation, please submit questions via the Chat function
at the bottom of your screen.
At the end of the presentation, you may ask questions live.

Agenda
1. Introduction of National Science Foundation Staff
2. HBCU-EiR background and important information
3. Brief description of the four divisions within NSF’s
Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO)
4. Other programs and additional information
5. Follow-up EiR workshop
6. Questions from the audience

Excellence in Research (EiR) Program
Aims to accelerate support of research at HBCUs across the
National Science Foundation’s full portfolio

HBCU – EiR (Solicitation 20-542)
Awards can be single investigator or collaborative
Important dates:
• Letter of Intent (LOI): 4th Thursday in July (July 28, 2022)
• Full EiR proposal: 1st Tuesday in October (Oct 4, 2022)

Letter of Intent (LOI)
A Letter of Intent (LOI), submitted through FastLane, must be
received by July 28, 2022
 See NSF solicitation 20-542 for full guidance
 Minimum of 0 and maximum of 4 other senior project personnel are permitted
 Minimum of 0 and maximum of 5 other participating organizations are permitted
 Project synopsis (no more than 500 words) that describes proposed research
and/or implementation activities
 Indicate which NSF program(s) you believe to be most appropriate to review
the EiR project

Excellence in Research (EiR)
• Only PIs who submit a letter of intent (LOI) are eligible to submit a
proposal
• PI must comply with the guidelines of EiR (solicitation 20-542) as
well as the Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide
(PAPPG 22-1)
• PI submits to Office of Integrative Activities (OIA) and indicates a
secondary program on proposal cover page in one of the research
directorates
• Once the PI identifies a secondary NSF program in which their
proposed research fits best, please reach out to a program
director!

Directorates Participating in HBCU-EiR
• Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO)
• Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering
(CISE)
• Directorate for Education and Human Resources (EHR)
• Directorate for Engineering (ENG)
• Directorate for Geosciences (GEO)
• Directorate for Mathematical and Physical Sciences (MPS)
• Directorate for Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (SBE)
• Office of Integrative Activities (OIA)

Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO)
“To enable discoveries for understanding life,
advance the frontiers of biological knowledge,
increase our understanding of complex systems,
and provide a theoretical basis for original
research in many other scientific disciplines.”
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What does each BIO Division do?
Division of Biological Infrastructure (DBI)

• Supports infrastructure (research and human resources) for contemporary
research in biology

Division of Environmental Biology (DEB)

• Supports fundamental research on the origins, functions, relationships, interactions,
and evolutionary history of populations, species, communities, and ecosystems

Division of Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS)

• Supports research aimed at understanding the living organism - plant, animal, or
microbe - as a unit of biological organization

Division of Molecular and Cellular Biosciences (MCB)

• Supports fundamental research across the molecular, subcellular,
and cellular scales

Division of Biological Infrastructure (DBI)
DBI supports the full life-cycle of research infrastructure, including
through (1) research resources, (2) human resources, and (3) mid-tolarge scale facilities, centers, and institutes, including:
• The physical and technological infrastructure required to carry out data-driven,
cutting-edge biological research.
• The training and education of scientists of all backgrounds throughout all stages of
their careers.
• The connection and collaboration of individuals and institutions conducting
biological science.
• The mid-scale and major facilities that meet the needs of the biological sciences
research community and enable US researchers to remain competitive in a global
research environment.
Contact: Steve Ellis (stellis@nsf.gov) Dan Marenda (dmarenda@nsf.gov)

DBI is Organized into Three Clusters
Research Resources
Cluster (RR)

Human Resources
Cluster (HR)

Centers, Facilities, and
Additional Research
Infrastructure Cluster (CFARI)

Innovation

Postdoctoral Fellowships
(PRFB)

Biology Integration Institutes
(BII)

Capacity

RCN for Undergraduate
Biology Education (RCN-UBE)

Center for Open
Environmental Data (OED)

Sustaining

Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REU Sites)

Management of Operations
and Maintenance of NEON

Major Research
Instrumentation (MRI)

Cross-Divisional:
RAMP, BIO-LEAPS, BRC-BIO

Mid-scale Research
Infrastructure-1 and 2
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Division of Environmental Biology (DEB)
DEB supports basic research projects
that contribute to the development of
the fields of evolutionary biology and
ecology
This includes biodiversity sciences and
evolutionary processes as well as
ecosystem and population and
community ecology

Contact: DEBQuestions@nsf.gov

Division of Environmental Biology (DEB)
Population and Community Ecology Cluster (PBE)

Evolutionary Processes Cluster (EP)

Supports research that advances the conceptual or
theoreticalunderstanding of population ecology, species
interactions,and community dynamics.

Supports empirical or theoretical research that
makes inferencesabout evolutionary dynamics
and consequences

•

•

Appropriate scales: molecules to species

•

All mechanisms of evolution are of interest

Topics include: mutualist and parasitism,
mechanisms of coexistence, community
assembly,paleoecology,landscape ecology,
conservation and restoration biology, behavioral
ecology andmacroecology.

Ecosystems Science Cluster (ES)

Systematics and Biodiversity Science Cluster (SBS)
Supports research to advance our understanding of the
diversity, systematics, and evolutionary history of extinct
or extant organisms in natural systems.

Supports research on ecosystem structure and function
across a diversityof spatial and temporal (including paleo)
scales.

•

Expeditionary and exploratory research to advance
discovery and classification of

•

Biodiversity

•

•

Research to resolve questions of relationships among
taxa

•

Phylogeny-based studies of character evolution and
comparative biology

Topics include: ecosystem dynamics,resilience,material
and energy fluxes and transformations, linkages among
ecosystems in space, time and across spatial and
temporal scales, roles and relations of ecosystem
components.

Division of
Integrative
Organismal
Systems (IOS)

IOS supports research aimed at improving our understanding of organisms as integrated
units of biological organization. IOS encouraged research that is:
• Integrative and interdisciplinary
• Applies approaches that combine experimentation, computation, and/or modeling
• Leads to new concepts, insights, and testable predictions about integrated organismal
properties (including genotype to phenotype)
• Integrates data across spatial/temporal/biological scales
• Leads to breakthroughs in the areas of phenotypic plasticity and organismal resilience

Division of Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS)
Developmental Systems Cluster
• Plant, Fungal & Microbial
Mechanisms Program
• Animal Development
Mechanisms Program
• Evolution of Developmental
Mechanisms Program

Neural Systems Cluster
• Organization Program
• Activation Program
• Modulation Program

Behavioral Systems Cluster
• Animal Behavior Program

Contacts: Anna Allen (akallen@nsf.gov), Kathy Dickson (kdickson@nsf.gov),
Mamta Rawat (mrawat@nsf.gov), and EiR representative Jodie Jawor (jjawor@nsf.gov)

Division of Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS)
Physiological and Structural
Systems Cluster

• Symbiosis, Infection and
Immunity Program
• Physiological Mechanisms and
Biomechanics Program
• Integrative Ecological
Physiology Program
• NSF-NIFA Plant Biotic
Interactions Program

Plant Genome Research Program
• Research-PGR Track
• TR Tech-PGR Track
• Postdoctoral Fellowships

Contacts: Anna Allen (akallen@nsf.gov), Kathy Dickson (kdickson@nsf.gov),
Mamta Rawat (mrawat@nsf.gov), and EiR representative Jodie Jawor (jjawor@nsf.gov)

Division of Molecular and Cellular
Biosciences (MCB)
Molecular Biophysics (MB) Cluster
Integration of computational and experimental
approaches to understand the physical principles that
govern biological systems from molecules to cells

• Methodological developments
providing insight into molecular
dynamics on multiple timescales, with
a goalof understanding roles in
molecular recognition and function.
• Determination of the structure and
interactions of very large assemblies
at high resolution.

Cellular Dynamics and Function (CDF)
Cluster
Theory Driven investigations of diverse cellular and
subcellular systems

• Predictive understanding of the behavior of
living cells through integration of modeling
and experimentation.
• Evolutionary approaches to understanding
the rules governing cellular functions.
• Integration of function with emerging
cellular properties across broad
spatiotemporal scales.

Division of Molecular and Cellular
Biosciences
Genetic Mechanisms (GM) Cluster

Systems and Synthetic Biology
(SSB) Cluster

Mechanisms involved in organization, dynamics,
processing, expressing, regulation, and
evolution of genetic and epigenetic information

•
•
•

Using system and synthetic biology tools to generate
understanding of complex interactions within biological
systems across different scales

Spatiotemporal organization and
coordination of processes that act on
genomic information.

•

Mechanistic modeling for biological discovery.
Origins of Life/Minimal Cell/Boundaries of Living Systems.

Relation of genomic and epigenomic
determinants to molecular/cellular
phenotypes.

•
•

Experimental/Computational Method Development.

•

Discovering rules of assembly, function, interaction,
environmental response for natural or synthetic
microbial communities.

Evolutionary origins and functions of
genes and genomes.

Other programs: HBCU Undergraduate
Program (HBCU-UP)
• Current HBCU-UP Programs – solicitation 20-559 –
focus on STEM education and enhancing research capacity
• Targeted Infusion Projects (TIP)
• Broadening Participation Research (BPR)
• Research Initiation Awards (RIA)
• Implementation Projects (IMP)
• Broadening Participation Research Centers (BPRC)

Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP)
More information:
info@nsfgrfp.org
www.nsf.gov/grfp
www.nsfgrfp.org

More information:
• Excellence in Research (EiR) website
and webinar slides
• Talk to your program officers!

• Can be found on the NSF 
Research Areas 
Directorate of Biological Sciences 
Click the Division you are interested in 
Staff

Blogs and Virtual Office Hours in BIO
IOS in Focus
https://iosblog.nsfbio.com/
DEBrief
https://debblog.nsfbio.com/
DBInfo
https://dbiblog.nsfbio.com/
MCB Blog
https://mcbblog.nsfbio.com/funding-opportunities-2/

Contact a BIO Program Director for more info
•
•
•
•

Anna Allen – Integrative Organismal Systems akallen@nsf.gov
Kathy Dickson – Integrative Organismal Systems kdickson@nsf.gov
Bianca Garner –Molecular and Cellular Biosciences bgarner@nsf.gov
Matthew Buechner – Molecular and Cellular Biosciences
mbuechne@nsf.gov
• Daniel Marenda – Biological Infrastructure dmarenda@nsf.gov
• Andrea Porras-Alfaro – Environmental Biology aporrasa@nsf.gov
• BIO EiR representatives: Jodie Jawor jjawor@nsf.gov and Matthew
Buechner mbuechne@nsf.gov
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EiR Workshop (June 2022)
• Purpose

• Navigating NSF and finding a home for your proposal
• Understanding elements of a proposal
• Becoming familiar with the NSF review process

• Pre-work required before attending workshop
• Navigating NSF
• Proposal review

• Workshop components

• Listen to 1h lecture (prerecorded)
• Mock panel (3h)

